
Contact Tracing + Physical Distancing 
Solutions for Film + Television Production
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SET



Provides the hardware and software 
necessary to enable production 
studios and stages to fully comply with 
the guidelines established in “THE 
SAFE WAY FORWARD”

● Social Distancing: 
Are we keeping safe on set?

● Contact Tracing: 
What happens when someone is 
infected?
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The leading provider of physical 
distancing and contact tracing tech 
for COVID-19-era film/TV production

SET

Uses Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) Distance 
measurement of all cast & crew members 
in Zones in order to  provide monitoring & 
alerts to the Health Safety Manager (HSM).



Real-time radar mode lets Health 
Safety Managers monitor exact 
distancing of all occupants on 

set at all times.

Detail view lets you analyze 
interactions with your people on 
set to monitor time and distance

Contact history gives you a 
complete ledger of on-set 

interactions with cast and crew
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OPEN Set design based on “Safe Way 
Forward” Zone System.  

Easily establish multiple ZONES, all 
monitored at once and in real-time, 
ensuring that any breach of protocol or 
distancing requirements can be instantly 
reacted to in order to stop virus spread 
before it happens.
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Social Distancing 
Incidents

SET

When people get within 
2m/4m of each other, 

phone or UWB wristband 
vibrates

All Health Safety Officers 
are alerted as well as the 

individuals involved



Social Distancing 
Incidents
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All Health Safety Officers can see who is not 
practicing social distancing on set, take action

Incident Detection based on Zone-Person assignments



Contact Tracing - 
Step 1
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If people test positive, Health Safety Manager 
issues contact tracing requests to users



Contact Tracing - 
Step 2
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Users respond with contact history 
data, always in control



Contact Tracing - 
Step 3
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Data visibility limited to health safety officers of 
production/organization. Data deleted after 30 days. 

Production is empowered to quarantine and/or shut 
down using observed data



Privacy First Data Model:

User chooses between:

1. Data stays on device and only 
synced with server if the user 
agrees to send data

2. Regular syncing 
(hourly/daily/weekly)
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OPEN
Google Cloud Kube Compute,

BigTable, BigQuery,
DataProc

OPEN Dashboard

COVID-19 specific
Fluid Dynamics

Causal Model of temperature, 
humidity, airflow, masks

Contact Tracing 
Requests, 
Push Notifications

iPhone 11 or 
UWB Devices

Measure distances 
between people on set

SET Framework

Contact History, Incidents
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